
Zerto vs. Veeam DATASHEET

Granular recovery and no production impact

Due to the impact backups have on infrastructure, organizations conduct backup windows outside of business hours. 

However, organizations now require their data faster and have less tolerance for data loss from 12- or 24-hour old copies. 

Zerto’s near-synchronous replication is hypervisor-based and has zero impact to production. Veeam primarily 

uses snapshot technology, causing disruptions to production environments

Zerto uses block-level replication delivers RPOs of seconds without disruptions while Veeam’s VM snapshots 

deliver RPOs of hours from daily backup jobs.

Zerto vs. Veeam  

5 Reasons to Switch from Veeam Backup and Replication to the Zerto Solution

TaxSlayer simplifies data 
protection and reduces costs 
when switching from Veeam 
to Zerto  

“ Managing DR and backup in 

Zerto changes the game for 

us. We have much deeper 

granularity from an RPO 

perspective and one single 

pane of glass to manage both 

processes.” 

Eric Bradley 

Chief Information Officer at TaxSlayer

FIND OUT MORE
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Zerto CDP is foundational to the solution; Veeam CDP is an add-on. 

Additionally, Veeam CDP lasts one day, while Zerto customers can use 

CDP for up to 30 days.

Zerto can replicate on-premises, to and across public clouds, and to a 

managed service provider. Veeam CDP can only work in on-premises 

VMware environments. 

Zerto CDP has been used to protect critical VMs for over a decade. 

Veeam CDP is unproven and not widely used. 
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Built-in continuous data protection (CDP) with 

extended journal times

A ter natural or man-made disasters—such as ransomware—you need to be 
able to resume operations with minimal disruptions. Reducing data loss and 

downtime is more critical than ever, so utilizing a trusted CDP technology 

is crucial. 

https://www.zerto.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/TaxSlayer-simplifies-data-protection.pdf
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Application-centric, consistent 

recovery 

Your enterprise applications rarely contain a single 

VM and are architected to maximize the benefits of 
virtualization. These complex applications require all 

VMs to be quickly recovered to a consistent point in 

time to get back up and running. 

Zerto supports per-application consistency 

across the entire multi-VM stack. Veeam only 

supports per-VM consistency.

Zerto replicates all VMs belonging to an 

application at the same consistent checkpoint, 

regardless of the number of disks or VMs, 

while Veeam performs incremental backups 

and snapshot VMs (belonging to the same 

application) at different points in time.

One product, one interface 

Using a single solution for all backup and DR use cases across any infrastructure reduces 

licensing, management, and upgrade complexity and delivers a unified standard o 
performance. Veeam requires separate products, instances, and downloads for  

backup, disaster recovery, orchestration, and analytics. This makes licensing complex 

and management burdensome. Zerto is a single software experience that allows you to 

protect, recover, and move data from the same user interface. 

Simplicity at scale with built-in 

orchestration   

Using a single solution for all backup and  

DR use cases across any infrastructure  

reduces licensing, management, and upgrade 

complexity and delivers a unified standard o 
performance.  

Zerto is a single software experience that 
allows you to protect, recover, and move data 

from the same user interface. Veeam requires 

separate products, instances, and downloads 

for backup, disaster recovery, orchestration, 

and analytics. This makes licensing complex 

and management burdensome. 
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About Zerto

Zerto, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company, empowers customers to run an always-on business by simplifying the protection, 
recovery, and mobility of on-premises and cloud applications. Zerto’s cloud data management and protection solution 
eliminates the risks and complexity of modernization and cloud adoption across private, public, and hybrid deployments. The 
simple, software-only solution uses continuous data protection at scale to converge disaster recovery, backup, and data 
mobility. Zerto is trusted by over 9,500 customers globally and is powering offerings for Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, AWS, Google 
Cloud, Oracle Cloud, and more than 350 managed service providers. www.zerto.com

Copyright 2022 Zerto. All information may be subject to change.

Zerto vs. Veeam — Feature by Feature Zerto Veeam

Continuous Data Protection

Replication and journal length Up to 30 days 1 day

Replicate between on-premises, Azure, AWS, IBM Cloud, VMware on Public Cloud

Platform- and storage-agnostic replication

Simultaneous replication (one-to-many)

CDP for backup

Built-in orchestration Requires separate product

Automated failback configuration and reverse protection

Non-disruptive testing for CDP

Backup and Recovery

Long-term retention

Near-synchronous block-level replication with RPOs in seconds

Automated VM recovery delivering RTOs in minutes
Limited (recovering  

from backup)

No production impact

Multi-VM consistency groupings for application stacks Per VM, no app consistency

Journal-based, point-in-time recovery
Only for 1 day, not for  

backup use cases

Entire site failover/failback in a few clicks

Scale and Ease of Use

No-impact failover testing and reporting Limited (virtual lab required)

Installable and replicating in 2 hours, not weeks

Analytics solution for monitoring and reporting

Protect from 10 to 10,000+ VMs per vCenter

Multi-tenancy, self-service, and resource abstraction

Bandwidth compression and prioritization 

PRODUCT TOUR ON-DEMAND LABSA TECHNICAL COMPARISON – ZERTO VS. LEGACY BACKUP 

http://www.zerto.com
https://experience.zerto.com/zerto-platform-tour/always-on-protection/
https://experience.zerto.com/zerto-platform-tour/always-on-protection/
https://www.zerto.com/labs
https://www.zerto.com/page/zerto-versus-traditional-backup/

